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RACE ONE: 
Though it doesn’t seem to be the case at first glance, the Union Rags filly 
DYNAMIC UNION may find herself on the lead in this paceless opener on 
the Sunday card. She was only four and a quarter lengths of an opening 
quarter-mile in :22 2/5 in her most recent start, and that may be quick 
enough to take command early in this affair. I’d like to think a repeat of her 
fourth-place effort behind the highly regarded Valadorna and next-out 
winner Untapped two starts back would be enough to beat this soft bunch; 
obvious contender on the drop. The best race of BUDGET CUT’s career was 
for a tag two starts back in Louisville at this one-turn mile trip, and she 
should get a good trip stalking the top choice in what may turn out to be a 
“chase-around” contest. The outside post draw isn’t detrimental coming 
out of the chute; blinkers on noted; threat. SAVANNAH BELLE rallied from 
off the pace over a track that wasn’t kind to closers in her last start at 
Keeneland and was only beaten a neck for all the money facing $30K 
maiden claiming types. Not crazy about the one-hole coming out of the 
chute and she exits a slow race, but there are no world-beaters in here; 
improvement likely. The other half of the uncoupled Eddie Kenneally 
entry, ALSTERONE, was a well-beaten third in her career debut in 
Lexington over a sloppy, sealed racetrack. Hooked daylight winner 
Promises Broken in that heat, and she broke in at the start; improves with 
a clean break. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-1-2 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
We’ll take a stab with the first-time starter FIREUPTHEJET in this six and 
a half furlong sprint that lacks a true standout. Ohio-bred son of City Zip is 
bred to sprint and is by a stallion that sires precocious get. Like the solid 
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and not flashy work tab for the Randy Morse barn, an outfit the can get one 
to win right out of the box. He’s 12-1 on the morning line; value play. KISS 
MY NOTE exits a live maiden allowance race at Churchill just over six 
weeks ago, where he was a non-threatening sixth over a “good” turf course. 
Juvenile colt makes his main track debut in this spot and is bred to love 
the surface change; has garnered attention at the windows in his first two 
starts; contender. HE’S MUNNIE’s best previous form has been in 
Minnesota vs. lesser stock at shorter distances, though he was only beaten 
three and three-quarter lengths for all the money at Keeneland in his last 
start at nearly 52-1. He should get a god trip stalking the pace; figures for a 
share, taking a stand against for top honors. CRAWFORD is a first-time 
starter that has a precocious pedigree and hails from the Steve Asmussen 
barn, an outfit that can get a horse tot win at first-asking. He debuts with 
Lasix and is12-1 on the morning line; worth a look in the paddock. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-3-4 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
Like the fact that BLUE WINGS cleared this second-tier allowance 
condition in his last start at Keeneland 23 days ago and comes right back 
to face similar rivals, as he’s in for the $100,000 tag today. Well-bred 
chestnut colt has three of his four lifetime wins at Churchill Downs and 
possesses effective tactical speed. Son of Giant’s Causeway has won three 
of his past four dirt starts and is eligible or improvement in the third start 
of his current form cycle; contender. MAYOR MAC didn’t care much for the 
turf in his last start, also his first crack at “two other than” allowance 
company, but he has solid main track from, including two money finishes 
from as many starts under the Twin Spires. Speedy colt has been razor-
sharp in the mornings during is two-month respite from the races but will 
have to handle a pressured early pace; contender. GRANDY CANDY has 
been first or second in his past three starts on dirt and will appreciate the 
surface change and the cut back in distance to this six and a half furlong 
trip. He’ll get pace in front of him on which to finish; threat. CONQUEST 
BIG E owns a back-class advantage and may not have been fully cranked-
up off the sidelines in his last start in Lexington, where he was the beaten 
chalk facing allowance company for the first time since last fall. He’ll be 
tighter this time out but may be a bit of a mud lark, as both lifetime wins 
have been over sloppy racetracks; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-1-6 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
The Ron Moquett re-claim TIZSATIONAL is sharp right now, having reeled 
off a pair of wins vs. $7,500–$10,000 open claiming company by a 
combined total of five and a quarter lengths, and she figures to get a great 
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trip stalking honest splits with several front-running types drawn to her 
inside. Form has turned around since the blinkers came off two starts 
back; formidable at 4-1 on the morning line. The consistent C C’S SONG has 
placed in 13 of 19 lifetime starts and relishes the one-turn mile 
configuration on the dirt at Churchill. She’s a front-running type in a field 
peppered with early speed, but she seems tractable enough to rate and 
finish. She hasn’t missed the trifecta from nine starts this year; contender. 
RHODIUM was the beaten favorite in her most recent start in Lexington, 
where she finished two and a half lengths off fellow entrant BLONDE IN 
THE CITY. She hasn’t had her picture taken in a while and is a need-the-
lead type in a race that will have an anticipated hot early pace. She will like 
stretching out to a mile and generally runs her race to pick up a paycheck; 
useful in exotic wagers. FOXY FELDA won a restricted stakes race in Iowa 
two starts backl under jockey Ty Kennedy and is late-running mare that 
will have plenty of speed in front of her to mow down in the lane; comes 
running for part with a top try at square odds. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-2-7-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
SUMMER WHITES scored a game head win vs. similar company as the 
tepid favorite in her last start at Indiana Grand and has won two of three 
dirt starts lifetime. She steps up to the “three lifetime” condition in this 
spot and stretches out an eighth of a mile, but she catches a soft field; 
threat on the rail. ULTRA ARUMBA (Brz) likes the main track in 
Louisville, and her recent form has improved since dropping down to the 
$8K conditioned claiming ranks. The slight turn-back in distance shouldn’t 
be a problem; threat. DISONES PRETTY has finished in the money in four 
of her past five starts and is eligible for improvement in her second start 
off a brief freshening in this spot. Her dirt form in Louisville is pretty solid, 
and trainer “Jinks” Fires sent out Dame Wicked ($6) to win yesterday’s 
nightcap; contender. RILLA lacked a winning bid in the lane when the 
blinkers came off in her last start at Indiana Grand, but she has placed in 
five of eight starts this year and has run well under the Twin Spires in the 
past; minor award candidate.   
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-10-7 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
HIGH DOLLAR KITTEN has finished in the money in five of his past six 
starts, and his form looks even better if you draw a line through his effort 
two starts back at Ellis Park, where he stumbled badly at the start. Should 
be tighter this time around making his second start off the sidelines, and 
he seems well-meant in for a $5K tag; choice. ZERO X ZERO was only three-
parts of a length off the top choice in his most recent outing, making his 
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first start for the Chris Richard barn. His best form of late has been in Iowa 
and Minnesota, but he will factor here if he can run back to his Oaklawn 
form from earlier in the year; useful in exotic wagers. The veteran 
campaigner ELLIO has won fifty percent of his starts lifetime under the 
Twin Spires and is capable of jumping up and running a big race at a square 
price at any time at this class level. Returns off a freshening; more 
interested as the price increases. HEMMINGER won his last start off the 
sidelines and he returns to the main track in this affair, a surface over 
which he has two-of-three lifetime wins. Bay gelding has been first or 
second in five-of-nine lifetime starts; threat in first-crack at open claiming 
company. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-10-5-11 
 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
The Hard Spun colt SHUT THE BOX is the preferred half of a formidable 
Donegal Racing coupled entry going postward, as he has yet to run a bad 
race since shipping to the East Coast and has retained sharp form while 
moving up in class. He was a game third in his turf debut to be three-parts 
of a lengths off Blame Angel, who won his third consecutive race in that 
September 4 affair at Ellis Park; choice stalking the pace. 
APPROVETHISMESSAGE has placed in four-of-five turf starts this year 
and gave a good account of himself stepping up in class off the claim in his 
most recent outing, an off-the-turf event that was contested over a “fast” 
main track. He’ll appreciate retuning the grass in this spot, and will be 
making his first start as a gelding; threat. BALLAGH ROCKS is the other 
half of the solid Donegal coupled entry, and trainer Bill Mott puts the 
blinkers on this colt after he failed to menace in the stretch in his most 
recent start hooking tougher company in Lexington. His New York turf 
form is very good; contender. CITY FLYER has been fourth in both his turf 
starts since returning from a lengthy layoff back in September, but has run 
well in both outings, rallying from well off the pace. He broke through the 
gate prior to running at Kentucky Downs, and had trouble own the 
clubhouse turn in his last start; threat with a clean trip. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1a (part of entry)-7-1(part of entry)-4    
 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
DELPHI holds an edge over his fellow entrants, as he’s the lone horse in the 
field with a previous start under his belt. $250K yearling purchase got 
jostled about at the break in his debut run and was never involved in the 
race. He hooked a next-out winner in that affair and gets first-Lasix today; 
choice. ARKLOW was a six-figure yearling purchase and will be making his 
first start for a high-percentage outfit in this spot. The outside post isn’t 
detrimental coming out of the partial chute; contender. The well-bred 
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Malibu Moon colt RESILIENCY is out of a half-sister to hard-knocking 
Canadian Horse of the Year Chief Bearheart and hails from the Steve 
Asmussen barn, an outfit that can get one ready to win right out of the box; 
threat. BROCKTON GEORGE is a $280K son of Harlan’s Holiday that has 
been training forwardly locally for his career debut; worth a look in the 
paddock. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-4-3   
 
 
RACE NINE: 
VEBLEN GOLD ran well in her first start off a brief layoff, finishing well 
from off the pace to be beaten a length and a quarter against similar stock. 
Exchange Rate filly will be tighter this time, and I like the rider change to 
Leparoux; contender. LILLY’S DREAM has improved in each start off the 
shelf for trainer Mike Maker, and she has hit the board in two-of-three 
starts lifetime over the Matt Winn course; threat stalking the pace. BORN 
TO BE WINNER is graded stakes placed on the turf and is capable of a 
winning effort off a layoff. Bay filly seems to be better over firm ground and 
caught “good” courses in her past two turf starts; don’t ignore. 
GINGERMORE steps up in class but has been sharp this year having won 
four-of-nine starts. She’ll try the grass for the first time in the spot, 
however; 12-1 morning line is tantalizing; cannot eliminate with 
confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-10-1    
 
 
RACE TEN: 
LANGDARMA’s form looks pretty good if you ignore the start two back 
where he was fractious at the start and bobbled at the break, and the 
lackluster effort on the grass, a surface he doesn’t seem to care for. He’s 
still eligible to move forward in the third start of his current form cycle and 
is 6-1 on the morning line; has the looks of an overlay. MARINE PILOT 
drops in for a $30K tag after failing to graduate in several starts vs. 
tougher rivals. Front-runner is the controlling speed of the race on paper, 
but tends to come up short in the lane; class drop may be the ticket; threat. 
ITSTHEBOURBONTALKN ran well in his only previous start on the main 
track and will appreciate turning back in distance; turf-to-dirt angle looks 
playable. PASCHAL hooked a next-out winner in his last outing and figures 
to improve in his second start off a lengthy layoff. Like the stretch-out to a 
mile and a sixteenth; contender. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-5-11   


